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Dear Mr Mountain

In advance of the REC Committee meeting on Wednesday this week where you will hear evidence on 
major rail projects in Scotland, I thought that it may be useful to receive our initial response to the 
findings and recommendations of the Ernst and Young (EY) report into Scotland’s major rail 
enhancement programme.

Network Rail supports the recommendations in the report and, as I will explain in this letter, have 
already taken action to address these recommendations and to improve our delivery of major rail 
projects in Scotland.

Network Rail have co-operated fully with EY and Transport Scotland during the period of the writing of 
this report. However, we do feel that there are areas of detail in the report that are not yet fully 
complete or fully representative of the latest position and data and Network Rail will continue to 
discuss these with Transport Scotland.

The issues that have affected major rail projects – and which have been highlighted in the EY report –
were discussed by both myself and Karl Budge from Network Rail Infrastructure Projects (NR 
IP) during our appearance at the REC Committee in September.

With regard to costs, the issue is very much one of early initial estimates made at an early stage of a 
project before detailed designs and more detailed costs have been determined. This approach was 
followed across the UK during this Control Period and has clearly not been effective.

Most of the major rail projects in Scotland's enhancement programme have suffered from inaccurate 
early cost estimates. As discussed during my own evidence session, once Network Rail started 
detailed design on these projects, our design teams encountered on-site circumstances and 
conditions very different to those assumed at the initial design phase. In some cases, the designs 
were further influenced by new scope requirements. This has affected both programme duration and 
total project costs.

The ineffectiveness of such early stage cost and programme estimation was identified in both the 
Hendy and Bowe reports as completed last year. In the future, a range of costs and completion dates 
will be given at early stage estimation and more specific costs and programmes will only be given at 
the detail design stage.
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It is important to restate that, while Network Rail's cost estimation process was ineffective, the
adjusted cost estimates now reflect the anticipated actual costs and revised programmes that are
required to deliver the specified outputs of those projects.

Even though the adjusted costs for some of the projects have increased, this is in most cases an
increase against initial, early stage estimates.

Network Rail has already taken steps to address the EY recommendations, both those of programme
management and governance and the transparency of reporting.

We have made several changes to the Leadership Team that has been tasked with delivering major
rail projects and we have established a new Project Management Office that coordinates all the
electrification projects. This ensures that resources are managed better, that learning is shared
amongst projects and that there is a clear line of sight across all the contractors and activities on these
projects.

In addition, the project management resources have been significantly strengthened and additional
controls on schedules, cost controls and risk management are being implemented.

By adopting a more effective reporting and governance regime, programme and cost risks can be
identified and remedied early on in a project. This approach, along with extensive use of peer reviews,
has been adopted as part of Network Rail's Enhancement Improvement Programme. A further,
specific work stream within the Enhancement Improvement Programme addresses cost estimation
methods.

Network Rail is also working very closely with Transport Scotland and the regulator, the ORR, to
provide transparent progress reporting and governance of the major rail projects in Scotland.

Network Rail is committed to deliver the very best for Scotland and to ensure that our projects deliver
the very best value for the travelling public.

Should you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Phil Verster
Managing Director
The ScotRail Alliance


